BC-WiFi Setup Guide for Android Devices

**NOTE:** There are many different versions of the Android operating system. Because of this, the menus and layout on your device may appear a bit differently from what you see below. However, the settings you must enter should remain the same, regardless of the device.

1) Navigate to the **Settings** menu on your device, and then select **Wi-Fi settings**.
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2) Select **BC-WiFi** from the available Wi-Fi networks. If you are unable to see **BC-WiFi**, then there is no wireless signal in your current location.
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3) You must use the following credentials:

**EAP Method**: TTLS  
**Phase 2 authentication**: PAP  
**Identity**:  
For Students, **Your 8-digit CUNY-assigned EMPL-ID**  
For Staff/Faculty, your BC E-Mail username (the part that appears before @brooklyn.cuny.edu)

**Password**:  
For Students, **FLMM/DD/YY**, where FL – Your CUNYfirst official First and Last initials (upper case), MM/DD/YY – Your birthdate with “/” separators  
For Staff/Faculty, Your BC E-Mail password

All other options should remain unchanged.

Click on **Connect** to finish. After a few moments, you should be connected to BC-WiFi.
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